
Garbanzo Donates $3,200 To St. Louis Charities 
Popular Mediterranean brand donated 100% of proceeds from Grand Opening Day to Lift for Life 

Academy and the Buddy Fund 
 
Garbanzo Mediterranean Fresh made its highly anticipated St. Louis debut on Nov. 17 in Clayton and 
in appreciation for the incredible community that the restaurant has entered into, Garbanzo’s team 
recently made a donation to two local charities.  

To begin a great partnership that represents the company’s 
philosophy on active community involvement, Garbanzo split all 
of the proceeds from Grand Opening Day in half and donated 
$1,600 to the Lift for Life Academy (LFLA) and $1,600 to the 
Buddy Fund.  

On Dec. 13, Director of Marketing and St. Louis native Devin 
Handler presented one check each to Co-Founder and Executive 
Director of Lift for Life Marshall Cohen and Board President of 
the Buddy Fund Tim Murch.  

The chain, which is majority-
owned by St. Louis real estate 
investor Michael Staenberg, plans 
to open up to 10 restaurants in the 
area over the next several years.	Staenberg is the founder and president 
of The Staenberg Group located in St. Louis. He is a business leader, 
entrepreneur and philanthropist and has fostered relationships with many 
charities in the area, including these two with Garbanzo. Staenberg 
recently donated a multi-purpose building adjacent to LFLA, which will 
be for the wrestling team to practice and compete. He also just sponsored 
the Buddy Fund’s golf tournament, which netted $125,000 in proceeds. 
To learn more, visit michaelstaenberg.com. 

 
Garbanzo is making fresh Mediterranean cuisine a mainstream favorite across the United States. Its 
authentic, nutrient-rich dishes are inspired by tradition but not bound by it. Every order is customized 
to the guest’s liking, with choices from top-quality meats and plant-based proteins to authentic laffa 
wraps and perfect, pillowy pitas baked in-house throughout the day. Garbanzo is dedicated to 
satisfying every palate – including vegetarian and gluten-free diners – and wants to show America how 
delicious nutritious can be. Visit eatgarbanzo.com for more information. 
 
Garbanzo: Love in Every Pita®. Feel Brighter on the Inside®. 


